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corporate the state of the business jet market ... - the state of the business jet market: 2015-2050 marco tulio
pellegrini president & ceo embraer executive jets. corporate jetinvestor 2 market and industry trends current
market scenario n10y market forecast. corporate jetinvestor 3 forward looking statement this presentation includes
forward-looking statements or statements about events or circumstances which have not occurred. we have based
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terms of deliveries with a 7.9% increase fin_110815_024-027dd 25 06/08/2015 10:14. world airliner census 2015
4 ... trade press release - cae - jet, the midsize legacy 500 and midlight legacy 450, the super- -midsize legacy
600 and large legacy 650 and the ultra-large lineage 1000e. embraer executive jetsÃ¢Â€Â™ global fleet exceeds
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